
BMI/CS 776 Spring 2007

Homework #3

Prof. Colin Dewey

Due Friday, March 30th, 2007 by 11:59pm

Please turn in your assignment during class on Thursday, March 29th, or send it to me
via email after then. Note that late days count during Spring break weekdays. I prefer
that written assignments be typset, although if you turn it in during class, you have the
option of just turning in handwritten work.

1. Draw the suffix tree for the DNA sequence CACTACGTACG. Include the suffix links from
internal nodes as used in Ukkonen’s suffix tree construction algorithm.

2. The algorithm described in class for finding all occurences of a query string Q in a
suffix tree T takes time O(n + k), where n is the length of Q and k is the number of
occurrences of Q in the string encoded by T . Write an algorithm for preprocessing
the suffix tree T in O(m) time such that finding a single occurence of Q in T takes
O(n) time (hint: label each internal node of the tree with a convenient value).

3. Give updated bounds for the false negative (ρfn) and false positive (ρfp) rates for
LSH-ALL-PAIRS if we form hash functions by picking k of d positions at random
without replacement.

4. Let S be the set of all bit strings of length `. For x ∈ S, let ones(x) = {i : xi = 1},
i.e., the set of all positions in x that are equal to one. We define the set resemblance,
s(x, y), for x, y ∈ S as s(x, y) = |ones(x)∩ones(y)|

|ones(x)∪ones(y)| , i.e., the fraction of positions that are
equal to one in both strings out of all positions that are equal to one in either of the
strings. For the case of x = 0` (the all-zero string), define s(x, x) = 1. From this we
can define a distance function d(x, y) = 1 − s(x, y). A great locality-sensitive hash
function for this distance measure is called minhash. Given a random permutation,
π, of positions {1, 2, . . . , `}, minhashπ(x) = argmini∈ones(x)(π(i)), i.e., the index of
the first non-zero position in x in the position ordering given by π. Show that that
Pπ[minhashπ(x) = minhashπ(y)] = 1− d(x, y) = s(x, y),∀x, y ∈ S.
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